
Parker's No9G Aperture sight plate.
For the Short Lee Enfield Rifle No 1 Mk III

Instructions for fitting.

A: Remove from the rifle the dumbbell shaped spring & the safety catch pressure disc.

B: Remove the rear trigger guard screw.

C: It may be necessary to scrape away some of the bulging surface of the fore end which 
otherwise forces the pate outwards and throws the peep arm out of rectangular alignment.

D: After screwing the plate firmly on the rifle the sight may lean sideways. The plate, being 
unhardened, should therefore be bent inwards (preferably with an adjustable spanner) or 
outwards as may be required until the sight stands upright. Check this by interposing the open 
back-sight at 200 yards elevation & then again 1,000 yards elevation.



The
PARKER-B.S.A. No9g APERTURE BACKSIGH

AND HOW TO USE IT. By A.T.C. Hale
(Managing Director of A. G. Parker & Co, Ltd.)

Nomenclature of parts
AA: Short fixing screws P:  Eyepiece holder.
& aperture sight fixing screw. Q:  Windage slide.
C  : Extra long rear trigger-guard screw. R:  Windage screw lock nut.
H:   Zero adjustment screw. S:  Elevation leaf.
I:    6-hole eyepiece. T:  Windage arm.
K:  windage arm spring. U:  Spin up lock nut.
L:  dumb-bell spring. V:  Elevation slide stud (patented).
M:  Elevation screw head. W:  Elevation screw lock nut.
N:  Elevation slide. Y:  Sight Plate for S.M.L.E. Rifle (close up).
O:  Windage screw head.

See that the sight is fitted securely, and that the pillar “S”, which normally leans slightly forward because it is 
part of the arc of a circle does not lean sideways, neither inwards, nor outwards.

Check this by aligning it with the open sight first at 200Yds and than at 1000Yds elevations. If it is centered 
within the “U” notch then all is well.

Test the rifle with sight at zero on a calm day at 200Yds, or on a 25Yd zeroing range should one not be 
convenient.

Now move the windage nut (Windage screw head) “O”until the bullets group centrally on the target. It will 
probably be found that the windage zero marks do not coincide.

To remedy this loosen the set screw (Zero adjustment screw) “H”and move the adjustable scaled sleeve 
“Q”until the sight marks meet, then tighten set screw (Zero adjustment screw.) “H” firmly on to the stem of the 
eyepiece holder “P” again.

Ascertain correct elevation at 200Yds by means of practice shots, & make a note of it in your in the appropriate 
place in your score book.



The fixed elevating scale marked on the pillar (Elevation leaf.) “S”has divisions 5/100ths of an “ apart. The 
moving “Vernier” scale attached to the slide (Elevation slide.) ”N” has divisions 4/100ths of an “ apart.

In order to make exact entries in your score book it is almost necessary that the shooter should understand how 
to read the “Vernier” scale. The following diagrams show better than any detailed explanation how to split up 
the 5/100ths into 1/100ths by by following the progress of the thickened lines on the diagram.
The top scale is the one that is moving. Note the progress of the thickened lines , showing how a division is split
up into 1/1oothsof an inch, or “Minutes” as they are usually termed.

As one minute movement of the aperture sight has the effect of altering the aim when using short Service Rifle 
by 1 1/5 “ per 100yds of range (2 2/5” at 200yds) it needs a somewhat finer adjustment then one ' to meet the 
case.

Each minute therefore is divided into ½ minutes by distinctive clicking device on both the elevation & windage 
gauge screw heads “O”& “M”.

When moving to the next distance, say 300yds on consulting the elevation table of your score book you will 
find that the rise is given as 3” (6 clicks).

Presuming your elevation at 200yds is 16”, your scale should indicate 18” at 300yds or alternatively, move the 
the screw head “M” 6 clicks in the clockwise direction.

On moving from 300 to 500yds the elevation table for the Short Rifle & Mk VII ammunition a rise of 8” (16 
clicks).

At this range wind deflection becomes very noticeable. By consulting the Parker-Hale Wind allowance reckoner
the necessary number of minutes to move the windage scale from zero can be easily ascertained.

The windage arm scale “T” is read in exactly the same manner as the elevation scale, and the clicks indicate ½ “
of movement.

 Spin up sight locking device (Thumbscrew)”U” should be only be clamped up against the spring when the sight
is in use. When the sight is folded down it is better for the screw to be slack, thereby avoiding accidental 
damage by the sight to give way when struck.

POINTS TO MEMORISE.

(1) Move the eye-piece in the direction you wish to move your shot.
(2) Do not fire unless your sights appear the same each time. By moving the eye up and down and to and fro 
you will find a bright center in the peep, through which the front sight blade will be seen clearly and distinctly. 
To find the best size of aperture to suit your vision, start small and open up until the target appears as bright as 
when viewed over the sights. Then stop down one size.
(3) To elevate, turn clockwise. To go left, turn anti-clockwise. To go right, turn clockwise. (4) Use a yellow 
filter on dull or misty days and a green filter to tone down glare. 


